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RANDOM WALKS AND INDUCED DIRICHLET FORMS
ON COMPACT SPACES OF HOMOGENEOUS TYPE
Shi-Lei Kong, Ka-Sing Lau and Ting-Kam Leonard Wong
Abstract
We extend our study of random walks and induced Dirichlet forms on self-similar sets
[KLW,KL] to compact spaces of homogeneous type (K, ρ, µ) [CW]. A successive partition
onK brings a natural augmented tree structure (X,E) that is Gromov hyperbolic, and the
hyperbolic boundary is Ho¨lder equivalent to K. We then introduce a class of transient
reversible random walks on (X,E) with return ratio λ. Using Silverstein’s theory of
Markov chains, we prove that the random walk induces an energy form on K with
EK [u] ≍
¨
K×K\∆
|u(ξ)− u(η)|2
V (ξ, η)ρ(ξ, η)β
dµ(ξ)dµ(η),
where V (ξ, η) is the µ-volume of the ball centered at ξ with radius ρ(ξ, η), ∆ is the
diagonal, and β depends on λ. In particular, for an α-set in Rd, the kernel of the energy
form is of order 1
|ξ−η|α+β
. We also discuss conditions for this energy form to be a non-local
regular Dirichlet form.
1 Introduction
In discrete potential theory [Dy], it is well-known that a transient Markov chain {Zn}∞n=0
on a countable set X converges to a limiting random variable Z∞ on the Martin boundary
M, where the unionX∪M is a compactification ofX under a topology involving the Green
function. The Martin kernel K(·, ·) on X×M, together with the hitting distribution ν of
Z∞, plays the role of the Poisson kernel in classical analysis: any function ϕ ∈ L1(M, ν)
can be extended to a harmonic function on the “interior” X via
(Hϕ)(x) =
ˆ
M
ϕ(ξ)K(x, ξ)dν(ξ), x ∈ X.
Here harmonicity is defined in terms of the transition probability of the chain.
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The Markov chains we consider in this paper are always reversible: with a discrete
energy form EX on X given by
EX [u] = 1
2
∑
x,y∈X
c(x, y)|u(x) − u(y)|2, (1.1)
where c(x, y) = c(y, x) ≥ 0 and m(x) :=∑y∈X c(x, y) < ∞, the corresponding reversible
Markov chain on X is the one with transition probability P (x, y) = c(x, y)/m(x). In [Si],
Silverstein showed that for such a Markov chain, the induced energy form EM on M,
defined by
EM[ϕ] = EX [Hϕ],
has the expression
EM[ϕ] = C
¨
M×M\∆
|ϕ(ξ) − ϕ(η)|2 Θ(ξ, η) dν(ξ)dν(η), (1.2)
where C > 0 is a constant and ∆ denotes the diagonal. Here Θ(·, ·) is called the Na¨ım
kernel [Na]. This has an analog in classical analysis [FOT]: for the Brownian motion on
the closed unit disk D started at the center and reflected on the boundary T = ∂D, there
is an induced jump process (Cauchy process) on T such that the corresponding energy
form on T has the expression in (1.2) with Θ(ξ, η) = sin−2( ξ−η2 ) ≍ |ξ−η|−2. (For f, g > 0,
by f ≍ g, we mean C−1g ≤ f ≤ Cg for some C > 0.)
The above theoretical setup leads to many challenging questions (e.g., see [CF,Ki2,
BGPW]). Among them we are interested in the following two problems:
(i) Study those Markov chains that the Martin boundaries and the hitting distributions
can be identified with some familiar sets and measures respectively.
(ii) With the reversible Markov chains satisfying (i), find explicit expressions or estimates
of the Na¨ım kernels in (1.2), and to study the associated Dirichlet forms.
These problems are difficult in general as it is non-trivial to estimate the Green function
and the hitting probabilities. For random walks on discrete groups, the identification
problem in (i) has been studied for a long time, and the reader can refer to [Ka1] for an
informative survey. More recent attempts deal with self-similar sets in fractal geometry.
For such a set K generated by an iterated function system (IFS), there is a symbolic
space (coding space) Σ∗ which gives a convenient symbolic representation of any ξ ∈ K.
If the IFS satisfies the open set condition (OSC), then the representation is unique for
generic points of K. There are a number of studies of random walks on Σ∗ such that
K can be identified with the Martin boundary M [DoSn, JuLW,Ka2, LN1, LN2, LW2].
The most far reaching attempt is due to Kaimanovich [Ka2]: he introduced a natural
augmented tree for the Sierpin´ski gasket K by adding horizontal edges on Σ∗ according to
the intersections of the cells at each level (Sierpin´ski graph). He showed that the Sierpin´ski
graph is hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov [Gr] and the hyperbolic boundary is Ho¨lder
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equivalent to K. In [LW1,LW2], construction of the augmented tree and identification of
the boundary were extended to all self-similar sets. These works brought into play the
hyperbolic structure and hyperbolic boundary which are very useful tools for studying
analysis on fractals through random walks.
In this respect, the current authors introduced in [KLW] a class of reversible random
walks {Zn}∞n=0 that have constant return ratio 0 < λ < 1 on the augmented tree of a
self-similar set K with the OSC. We call this walk a λ-natural random walk (λ-NRW, see
Section 3). By using a theorem of Ancona [An], it was shown that the Martin boundary
of {Zn}∞n=0 can be identified with the hyperbolic boundary, and thus the self-similar set K
as well. Moreover, by estimating the ever-visiting probability of {Zn}∞n=0 on states in X
and on M in terms of the Gromov product in the hyperbolic graph, we obtained explicit
expression of the hitting distribution as well as estimates of the Martin kernel and the
Na¨ım kernel. In particular, the Na¨ım kernel satisfies Θ(ξ, η) ≍ |ξ − η|−(α+β), where α is
the Hausdorff dimension of K, and β = log λlog r and r is the minimal contraction ratio of the
IFS.
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the considerations in [KLW,KL] to the
class of compact spaces of homogeneous type, and summarize some of the results. A space
of homogeneous type is a triple (M,ρ, µ) where M is a set, ρ is a quasi-metric and µ is
a regular Borel measure with the doubling property. This class of spaces was introduced
by Coifman and Weiss in [CW], and has been studied in great detail in the theories of
metric measure spaces as well as Hp spaces, singular integrals and analytic capacities
(see [AM,DH,LuS] and the references therein). This class contains the classical domains,
the α-sets [JoWa], and many more examples (see [CW]). In [Ch], Christ showed that
a space of homogeneous type admits a partition system (dyadic cubes) which can be
represented by a tree. When M = K is compact, similar to the symbolic space of the self-
similar sets, we can augment this tree by adding suitable horizontal edges corresponding
to neighboring cells, and the resulting graph (augmented tree) is hyperbolic. We can
extend the above λ-NRW to this situation, and obtain similar identification results and
estimates of the kernels. The induced energy form in this case has the estimate
E(β)K [u] ≍
¨
K×K\∆
|u(ξ)− u(η)|2
V (ξ, η)ρ(ξ, η)β
dµ(ξ)dµ(η),
where V (ξ, η) is the µ-volume of the ball center at ξ with radius ρ(ξ, η), and β depends
on λ.
The domain of the induced energy form E(β)K is a Besov space Λβ/22,2 . By the polarization
identity, E(β)K defines a non-local regular Dirichlet form if Λβ/22,2 ∩C(K) is dense in C(K) and
in Λ
β/2
2,2 . The family {Λβ/22,2 }β>0 is decreasing in β, and in general it is trivial for large β.
This defines a critical exponent β∗. It is an important index because in the standard cases,
it is the place where a local Dirichlet form arises (which corresponds to a Laplacian) with
domain Λ
β∗/2
2,∞ (while Λ
β∗/2
2,2 contains only constant functions). For example for classical
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domains we have β∗ = 2, and for the Sierpin´ski gasket β∗ = log 5/ log 2. We will give
some discussion on this, and provide a criterion to determine the critical exponents on
the p.c.f. self-similar sets as in [KL].
The proofs of the results will appear separately; for the special case on the self-similar
sets, the reader can refer to [LW2, KLW, KL]. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. We first recall, in Section 2, some preliminaries about hyperbolic graphs and the
boundary theory of Markov chains. In Section 3, we study the partition systems and the
tree structures for compact spaces of homogeneous type, and establish the hyperbolicity
of the augmented trees. In Section 4, we investigate the λ-NRW on the augmented trees;
we identify the underlying set with the hyperbolic boundary and the Martin boundary.
The estimations of the Martin kernel and the Na¨ım kernel are stated. Finally, in Section
5 we discuss the induced Dirichlet forms and a criterion of the critical exponents.
2 Preliminaries
Let (X,E) be a countably infinite connected graph with an edge set E and a root ϑ ∈ X.
For x ∈ X, we let |x| := d(ϑ, x) where d(·, ·) is the graph distance, and let Jn = {x ∈ X :
|x| = n} be the n-th level of the graph. We define a partial order ≺ on X with y ≺ x if x
lies on some geodesic path π(ϑ, y); for m ≥ 0, and define the m-th descendant set of x as
Jm(x) := {y ∈ X : y ≺ x and |y| = |x|+m}.
Let Ev := {(x, y) ∈ E : |x| − |y| = ±1} and Eh := {(x, y) ∈ E : |x| = |y|} denote the
vertical edge set and the horizontal edge set respectively. Clearly E = Ev ∪ Eh. We call
(X,E) a (rooted) tree if E = Ev and any vertex x ∈ X \ {ϑ} has a unique parent x− that
satisfies x ∈ J1(x−).
To discuss the hyperbolicity of an infinite rooted graph (X,E), let us recall the setup
by Gromov [Gr] (see also [Wo]). The Gromov product of two vertices x, y ∈ X is (x|y) :=
1
2
(|x| + |y| − d(x, y)). If there exists δ ≥ 0 such that (x|y) ≥ min{(x|z), (z|y)} − δ for
all x, y, z ∈ X, then we say that (X,E) is (Gromov) hyperbolic. Clearly every tree is
hyperbolic with δ = 0. For a > 0, we define the Gromov metric ̺a(·, ·) on X by
̺a(x, y) =
{
e−a(x|y), if x 6= y,
0, if x = y.
(2.1)
Then ̺a(x, y) ≤ eδamax{̺a(x, z), ̺a(z, y)} (hence ̺a is a quasi-metric as defined in (3.1));
this ̺a is equivalent to a metric when e
δa <
√
2.
Definition 2.1. For a > 0, let X̂H denote the ̺a-completion of X, and call ∂HX :=
X̂H \X the hyperbolic boundary of (X,E).
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We note that the topology does not depend on the value of a. We treat ξ ∈ ∂HX
as the limit of a ρa-Cauchy sequence {xn}∞n=0. In particular, we can take {xn}∞n=0 to be
a geodesic ray [x0, x1, · · · ] (i.e., each finite segment is a geodesic of the ambient graph
(X,E)). We denote such a ray by π(x0, ξ). We extend the partial order ≺ by writing
ξ ≺ x if x lies on some π(ϑ, ξ), and it is easy to define geodesics for x ∈ X, ξ ∈ ∂HX, and
(bi-infinite) geodesics for ξ, η ∈ ∂HX.
For the augmented tree discussed in the next section, we can extend the Gromov
product to (ξ|η), ξ, η ∈ ∂HX (see (3.3)), then we can use this to define ̺a(·, ·) on X̂H in
the same way as in (2.1), and it is still a quasi-metric.
In [Ka2], Kaimanovich introduced a class of rooted graphs (X,E) that we call pre-
augmented trees: the subgraph (X,Ev) is a tree, and
(x, y) ∈ Eh ⇒ x− = y− or (x−, y−) ∈ Eh.
The pre-augmented tree allows us to have a simple expression of its geodesics. For two
distinct x, y in X, there exists a geodesic consisting of three segments: π(x, u), π(u, v)
and π(v, y), where u, v satisfy x ≺ u, y ≺ v, |u| = |v| (hence the middle one is horizontal,
and the other two are vertical). In this paper we always use geodesics of this form unless
otherwise stated. Note that for x, y ∈ X, the geodesic π(x, y) is not necessary unique, and
we call the one whose horizontal part satisfies π(u, v) ⊂ Jn with n smallest a canonical
geodesic between x and y.
The following is a useful criterion for a pre-augmented tree to be hyperbolic.
Proposition 2.2. [LW1, Theorem 2.3] A pre-augmented tree is hyperbolic if and only if
there exists M <∞ such that the lengths of all horizontal geodesic segments are bounded
by M .
For a hyperbolic pre-augmented tree, it is direct to show that for ξ, η ∈ ∂HX, there is
a canonical geodesic π(ξ, η).
Next we consider random walks and their Martin boundaries. An (electric) network
(X,E, c) is a locally finite connected graph (X,E) together with a nonnegative function c
on X ×X that satisfies c(x, y) = c(y, x) > 0 if and only if (x, y) ∈ E; we call such c(x, y)
the conductance of the edge (x, y), and m(x) :=
∑
y∈X c(x, y) > 0 the total conductance
at x. Let ℓ(X) denote the collection of real functions on X. The graph energy of f ∈ ℓ(X)
is defined by
EX [f ] = 1
2
∑
x,y∈X
c(x, y)|f(x)− f(y)|2, (2.2)
and the domain of EX is DX = {f ∈ ℓ(X) : EX [f ] <∞}. For X ′ ⊂ X, a function f ∈ ℓ(X)
is said to be harmonic on X ′ if
∑
y∈X c(x, y)(f(x)− f(y)) = 0 for any x ∈ X ′. We define
the effective resistance between two disjoint finite nonempty subsets F,G ⊂ X by
RX(F,G) = (min{EX [f ] : f ∈ ℓ(X) with f = 1 on F, and f = 0 on G})−1. (2.3)
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Also set RX(F,G) = 0 if F ∩G 6= ∅ by convention. Clearly the energy minimizer in (2.3)
is unique, and is harmonic on X \ (F ∪G).
Every conductance c defines a reversible random walk {Zn}∞n=0 on the graph (X,E),
in which the transition probability is given by P (x, y) = c(x,y)m(x) , x, y ∈ X. In this study
we always fix ϑ ∈ X so that (X,E) is a rooted graph, and assume that {Zn} is transient,
i.e., its Green function G(x, y) :=
∑∞
n=0 P
n(x, y) < ∞ for all x, y ∈ X. Write P(· | Z0 =
x) = Px(·) for short. The ever-visiting probability is defined as F (x, y) := Px{∃ n ≥
0 such that Zn = y}; it satisfies G(x, y) = F (x, y)G(y, y). We define the Martin kernel by
K(x, y) =
G(x, y)
G(ϑ, y)
=
F (x, y)
F (ϑ, y)
, x, y ∈ X.
Definition 2.3. We call M = X̂ \ X the Martin boundary of {Zn}, where X̂ is the
compactification of X such that K(x, ·) extends continuously to X̂ for all x ∈ X.
Under the Martin topology, the random walk {Zn} converges to anM-valued random
variable Z∞ almost surely. The hitting distribution ν is defined by ν(B) = Pϑ(Z∞ ∈ B)
for any Borel set B ⊂ M. For ξ ∈ M, define the ξ-process to be the random walk
{Zξn}∞n=0 on (X,E) with the transition probability P ξ(x, y) := P (x, y)K(y, ξ)/K(x, ξ);
here P ξ is stochastic since K(·, ξ) is P -harmonic. Analogously we define the hitting
distribution νξ for the ξ-process. The minimal Martin boundary of {Zn} is given by
Mmin := {ξ ∈ M : νξ is the point mass at ξ}, and satisfies ν(M\Mmin) = 0.
For F ⊂ X, let m(F ) :=∑x∈F m(x) and let c(∂F ) :=∑x∈F,y/∈F c(x, y). We say that
a conductance c on (X,E) has strong isoperimetry (SI) if
sup
{
m(F )
c(∂F )
: F ⊂ X and F is finite
}
<∞. (SI)
Note that (SI) implies the transience of {Zn}, but the converse is not true. As an alter-
native version of Ancona’s Theorem in [An], we have
Theorem 2.4. (Ancona) Let (X,E) be a hyperbolic graph. Suppose a conductance c on
(X,E) satisfies hypotheses (SI) and inf(x,y)∈E P (x, y) > 0. Then the reversible random
walk {Zn}∞n=0 satisfies
F (x, y) ≍ F (x, z)F (z, y) (2.4)
uniformly for all x, y, z ∈ X such that z lies on some π(x, y). Moreover, the Martin
boundary M equals the minimal Martin boundary Mmin, and is homeomorphic to the
hyperbolic boundary ∂HX.
We define the Poisson integral H : L1(M, ν)→ ℓ(X) by
(Hu)(x) =
ˆ
M
K(x, ξ)u(ξ)dν(ξ), u ∈ L1(M, ν), x ∈ X. (2.5)
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Since K(·, ξ) is harmonic for all ξ ∈ M, we know that Hu is harmonic on X. Via the
operator H, the energy form (EX ,DX) in (2.2) induces a bilinear form (EM,DM) on
L2(M, ν) defined by
EM(u, v) = EX(Hu,Hv), u, v ∈ DM, (2.6)
where the domain DM = {u ∈ L2(M, ν) : Hu ∈ DX}. Define the Na¨ım kernel by
Θ(x, y) =
K(x, y)
G(x, ϑ)
=
F (x, y)
F (x, ϑ)G(ϑ, ϑ)F (ϑ, y)
, x, y ∈ X. (2.7)
This kernel is symmetric on X × X, and can be extended continuously to Θ(x, η) on
X ×M as the Martin kernel K(x, y) does. The extension to Θ(ξ, η) for ξ, η ∈ M is more
involved. With the notations in the rooted graph (X,E), for m ≥ 0 and z ∈ X, let τ∗m
be the last visit time of Jm by the ξ-process {Zξn}, i.e., τ∗m = sup{n ≥ 0 : |Zξn| = m},
and let ℓξm(z) = P
ξ
ϑ(Z
ξ
τ∗m
= z). The following extension of Θ(·, ·) on M×M \ ∆ (here
∆ := {(ξ, ξ) : ξ ∈M}) was introduced by Silverstein in [Si]:
Θ(ξ, η) = lim
m→∞
∑
z∈Jm
ℓξm(z)Θ(z, η), ξ 6= η ∈M. (2.8)
This limit exists since the sum is increasing in m. One of the main results in [Si] is stated
below.
Theorem 2.5. (Silverstein) The induced form (EM,DM) in (2.6) has the expression
EM(u, v) = m(ϑ)
2
¨
M×M\∆
(u(ξ)− u(η))(v(ξ) − v(η))Θ(ξ, η)dν(ξ)dν(η), u, v ∈ DM.
Moreover, DM = {u ∈ L2(M, ν) : EM[u] := EM(u, u) <∞}.
3 Partition and augmented tree
The aim of this section is to associate every compact space of homogeneous type (K, ρ, µ)
with some hyperbolic graph (X,E) such that the hyperbolic boundary (∂HX, ̺a) ≈ (K, ρ).
Recall that a quasi-metric ρ on a set M is a function on M ×M to [0,∞) that satisfies
the conditions of a metric except that the triangle inequality is weakened [AM]: for some
Cρ ≥ 1,
ρ(ξ, η) ≤ Cρ
(
ρ(ξ, ζ) + ρ(ζ, η)
)
, ∀ ξ, η, ζ ∈M. (3.1)
A quasi-metric ρ defines a topology Tρ on M by
Tρ = {Ω ⊂M : ∀ ξ ∈ Ω, ∃ ε > 0 s.t. B(ξ, ε) := {η ∈M : ρ(ξ, η) < ε} ⊂ Ω}.
Note that for some ρ, not all balls B(ξ, r) are open with respect to Tρ. However, Macias
and Segovia [MS] proved that there exists a quasi-metric ρ′, equivalent to ρ in the sense
that ρ′(ξ, η) ≍ ρ(ξ, η) (hence Tρ′ = Tρ), such that all associated metric balls belong to
Tρ. Without loss of generality we will assume that metric balls are open throughout the
paper.
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Definition 3.1. A space of homogeneous type is a set M equipped with a quasi-metric
ρ for which all balls B(ξ, r) are open, and a non-negative regular Borel measure µ that
satisfies the doubling condition: there exists C > 0 such that
0 < µ(B(x, 2r)) ≤ Cµ(B(x, r)) <∞, ∀ ξ ∈M, r > 0. (VD)
Typical examples of spaces of homogeneous type include classical Euclidean domains,
Riemannian manifolds and homogeneous spaces. A non-isotropic example is M = Rd
with the Lebesgue measure µ and ρ(x, y) =
∑d
i=1 |xi− yi|si , where s1, · · · , sd are positive
numbers. For more examples and a general method for constructing these spaces, the
reader can refer to [CW]. In fractal geometry, an important class of examples is given by
the α-sets, which are closed subsets in Rd equipped with the Euclidean distance and the
Ahlfors α-regular measures µ, i.e., µ(B(x, r)) ≍ rα for all x ∈ K and r ∈ (0, 1).
Through out this paper we will use (K, ρ, µ) to denote a compact space of homo-
geneous type unless otherwise specified. For convenience, we assume that diam(K) :=
supx,y∈K ρ(x, y) = 1 and µ is a probability measure. We first introduce a tree of partitions
on the space as in [LW2].
Definition 3.2. Let K denote the collection of nonempty compact subsets of K. We call
a triple (X,Ev ,Φ) an index tree of (K, ρ, µ) if (X,Ev) is a tree together with a set-valued
mapping Φ : X → K that satisfies the following:
(i) Φ(ϑ) = K, and Φ(x) =
⋃
y∈J1(x)
Φ(y) for all x ∈ X;
(ii) ∃ b, c > 0 and r0 ∈ (0, 1) such that each x ∈ X satisfies B(ξx, br|x|0 ) ⊂ Φ(x) ⊂
B(ξx, cr
|x|
0 ) for some ξx ∈ K;
(iii) (µ-separation) for distinct x, y ∈ X with |x| = |y|, µ(Φ(x) ∩ Φ(y)) = 0.
The parameter r0 in (ii) is referred to as the contraction ratio of Φ. Note that for each
ξ ∈ K, there exists a sequence of xn ∈ Jn such that ξ ∈ Φ(xn) for all n, which yields
{ξ} ∈ ⋂∞n=0Φ(xn), and we call {xn}∞n=0 a representation of ξ ∈ K.
We first show that a compact space of homogeneous type always admits an index tree
according to the above definition. This follows from the construction of dyadic cubes by
Christ [Ch].
Example 3.3. Dyadic cubes For ε > 0, we define an ε-net on K as a finite subset
Ξ ⊂ K such that ⋃ξ∈ΞB(ξ, ε) = K, and ρ(ξ, η) ≥ ε if ξ, η ∈ Ξ with ξ 6= η. Assume that
K has diameter 1, and fix r0 ∈ (0, 1) and b > 0 such that C
3
ρr0
1−Cρr0
+C2ρb ≤ 12 . For m ≥ 0,
let Ξm be an r
m
0 -net on K, and index its elements by Jm so chosen that the Jm’s are
disjoint; then we write Ξm = {ξx}x∈Jm .
For m ≥ 1 and x ∈ Jm, we choose x− ∈ Jm−1 such that ξx− is the nearest point
from ξx among all points in Ξm−1 (if there are two or more nearest points, we select
an arbitrary one from them); clearly ρ(ξx, ξx−) ≤ rm−10 . Let X =
⋃∞
m=0 Jm and let
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Ev = {(x, x−), (x−, x) : x ∈ X, x 6= ϑ}. Then (X,Ev) is a tree that satisfies J1(x) 6= ∅ for
every x ∈ X. We define
Φ◦(x) =
⋃
z:z≺x
B(ξz, br
|z|
0 ) and Φ(x) = Φ
◦(x), x ∈ X,
and call {Φ(x)}x∈X a set of dyadic cubes, where ≺ is the partial order defined in the last
section. Then it is clear that K = Φ◦(ϑ) = Φ(ϑ), Φ◦(x) ⊂ B(ξx, Cρr
|x|
0
1−Cρr0
) for all x ∈ X,
and Φ(x) =
⋃
y∈J1(x)
Φ(y) for all x ∈ X.
Using (VD) and the Lebesgue differentiation theorem, it was proved in [Ch] that
µ(
⋃
x∈Jm
Φ◦(x)) = µ(K) for all m; moreover, for x 6= y ∈ X with |x| = |y|, it follows from
C3ρr0
1−Cρr0
+ C2ρb ≤ 12 that Φ◦(x) ∩ Φ◦(y) = ∅, which implies µ(Φ(x) ∩ Φ(y)) = 0.
The original framework of index trees in Definition 3.2, as we will see below, is the nat-
ural tree structures on self-similar sets, which are known as the symbolic representations
of their associated iterated function systems.
Example 3.4. Self-similar sets Let {Si}i∈Σ, where Σ is a finite set, be an iterated
function system (IFS) of contractive similitudes on Rd such that Si has contraction ratio
ri ∈ (0, 1). The self-similar set is the unique nonempty compact set K ⊂ Rd that satisfies
K =
⋃
i∈Σ Si(K). We assume that the IFS satisfies the open set condition (OSC), i.e.,
there exists a nonempty bounded open set O such that Si(O) ⊂ O, and Si(O)∩Sj(O) = ∅
for i 6= j ∈ Σ. Let ρ be the Euclidean metric and µ be the α-Hausdorff measure on K,
where α is the Hausdorff dimension of K (determined by
∑
i∈Σ r
α
i = 1).
Let Σ∗ =
⋃
n≥0 Σ
n (by convention Σ0 = {ϑ}). For x = i1i2 · · · ik ∈ Σ∗, write Sx :=
Si1 ◦ Si2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sik and rx := ri1ri2 · · · rik for short. Let r0 := mini∈Σ ri. Define J0 = {ϑ}
and for n ≥ 1,
Jm = {x = i1i2 · · · ik ∈ Σ∗ : rx ≤ rm0 < ri1i2···ik−1}.
For m ≥ 1 and x ∈ Jm, there exists a unique x− ∈ Jm−1 such that Sx(K) ⊂ Sx−(K).
Naturally we set X =
⋃∞
m=0 Jm, Ev = {(x, x−), (x−, x) : x ∈ X, x 6= ϑ} and Φ(x) =
Sx(K) for x ∈ X. It is straightforward that (X,Ev ,Φ) is an index tree of (K, ρ, µ) with
contraction ratio r0.
Remark. For some self-similar sets we can replace the Hausdorff measure by a self-
similar measure µ defined by µ(·) =∑i∈Σ piµ(S−1i (·)), where {pi}i∈Σ is a set of positive
probability weights such that µ is a doubling measure on K (see [Yu]).
An index tree provides a convenient symbolic representation of elements in the under-
lying spaceK. However, this representation does not reflect the actual geometric structure
of K. For this reason, we strengthen the index tree by adding a set of horizontal edges in
light of the positional relationship among the subsets in each Φ(Jn) (see [Ka2,LW1,LW2]).
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Definition 3.5. Let (X,Ev ,Φ) be an index tree of (K, ρ, µ). For a fixed γ > 0, define a
horizontal edge set on X by
Eh :=
⋃∞
m=1
{(x, y) ∈ Jm × Jm : x 6= y, dist(Φ(x),Φ(y)) ≤ γ · rm0 }. (3.2)
Let E = Ev ∪Eh. We call (X,E,Φ) an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ).
Remark. The notion of augmented tree was coined by Kaimanovich in [Ka2] where the
inequality in (3.2) was originally given by Φ(x)∩Φ(y) 6= ∅. The modified version we define
here is adopted from [LW2] in order to avoid the superfluous conditions in [LW1].
Clearly (X,E) is a pre-augmented tree, and the hyperbolicity can be verified using
Proposition 2.2 and a similar proof as in [LW2, Theorem 1.2]. On the augmented tree,
We extend the Gromov product to the boundary ∂HX by
(x|η) = sup
{
lim
n→∞
(x|yn)
}
, (ξ|η) = sup
{
lim
n→∞
(xn|yn)
}
, x ∈ X, ξ, η ∈ ∂HX, (3.3)
where the supremum is taken over all geodesic rays π(ϑ, ξ) = [ϑ, x1, · · · ] and π(ϑ, η) =
[ϑ, y1, · · · ]; the above limits exist since both (x|yn) and (xn|yn) are increasing in n, and the
difference of the limits for different rays are at most 1 (see [LW2,KLW] for details). Then
̺a(·, ·) on X̂H can be defined in the same way as in (2.1), and it is still a quasi-metric.
We define a map κ on the collection of geodesic rays starting at ϑ to K by
{κ([x0, x1, · · · ])} =
⋂∞
n=0
Φ(xn). (3.4)
For each ξ ∈ ∂HX, it is known that κ(π(ϑ, ξ)) is independent of the choice of π(ϑ, ξ), and
hence κ defines a map κˆ from ∂HX to K by κˆ(·) = κ(π(ϑ, ·)), which has been proved to
be a Ho¨lder continuous homeomorphism (see [LW2, Theorem 1.3]). The following is the
main reason for introducing the augmented tree.
Theorem 3.6.Let (X,E,Φ) be an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ). Then (X,E) is hyperbolic,
and (K, ρ) is Ho¨lder equivalent to the hyperbolic boundary (∂HX, ̺a) in the sense that
̺a(ξ, η) ≍ ρ(κˆ(ξ), κˆ(η))−a/ log r0 for all ξ, η ∈ ∂HX, where r0 is the contraction ratio of Φ.
Remark. This theorem is still valid even if we omit the condition “µ-separation” in
Definition 3.2 (see [LW2]).
From this result we can identify ∂HX with K. By using the doubling condition of µ
and the triangle inequality of the quasi-metric, we have two elementary results on µ(Φ(x))
which will play an important role in the study of random walks on the augmented trees.
Proposition 3.7. Let (X,E,Φ) be an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ). Then there is a con-
stant C > 1 such that
C−d(x,y)µ(Φ(x)) ≤ µ(Φ(y)) ≤ Cd(x,y)µ(Φ(x)), ∀ x, y ∈ X. (3.5)
Consequently every augmented tree has bounded degree.
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Proposition 3.8. Let (X,E,Φ) be an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ). Define for ξ 6= η ∈
X ∪K,
pµ(ξ, η) := sup{µ(Φ(z)) : z ∈ X and z lies on some canonical π(ξ, η)}. (3.6)
Then the supremum can be reached at a vertex lying on the horizontal segment of some
canonical geodesic between ξ and η, and there exists C > 1 such that
pµ(ξ, η) ≤ Cmax{pµ(ξ, σ), pµ(σ, η)}
for all different ξ, η, σ ∈ X ∪K. Moreover, pµ(·, ·) satisfies the estimate
pµ(ξ, η) ≍ V (ξ, η) := µ(B(ξ, ρ(ξ, η))), ∀ ξ, η ∈ K, ξ 6= η.
4 Reversible random walks on augmented trees
Let (X,E, c) be a (rooted) network with energy EX [f ] = 12
∑
x,y∈E c(x, y)|f(x)−f(y)|2, f ∈
ℓ(X); it induces a reversible random walk {Zn}∞n=0. For each x ∈ X \ {ϑ}, we define the
return ratio at x by
λ(x) :=
Px(|Z1| = |x| − 1)
Px(|Z1| = |x|+ 1) =
∑
z:x∈J1(z)
c(x, z)∑
y:y∈J1(x)
c(x, y)
. (4.1)
Theorem 4.1. Let (X,E, c) be a network, and suppose the associated {Zn}∞n=0 satisfies
(i) inf(x,y)∈E P (x, y) > 0; (ii) supx∈X\{ϑ} λ(x) < 1. Then the conductance on (X,E) has
strong isoperimetry (SI).
In particular, if the above {Zn} is defined on an augmented tree (X,E,Φ) and satisfies
(i) and (ii), then the hypotheses in Theorem 2.4 are fulfilled. Hence the Martin bound-
ary M = Mmin, and is homeomorphic to the hyperbolic boundary ∂HX as well as the
underlying compact set K.
The proof of the (SI) is similar to [KLW, Theorem 5.1]. Henceforth, we will identify
K with the Martin boundary M. To consider the hitting distribution ν, we introduce a
key condition on {Zn}∞n=0 which is satisfied by the λ-NRW introduced below:
Pϑ(Zτm = x) = µ(Φ(x)), ∀ m ≥ 1, x ∈ Jm, (HD)
where τm := inf{n ≥ 0 : |Zn| = m} is the first hitting time of Jm by {Zn}∞n=0.
Proposition 4.2. In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 4.1, suppose (HD) is sat-
isfied. Then the hitting distribution ν equals µ.
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One of our objectives is to obtain some explicit estimates of the Martin kernel and the
Na¨ım kernel. For this we consider a class of reversible random walks with constant return
ratio λ:
λ(x) ≡ λ, ∀ x ∈ X \ {ϑ}, (Rλ)
where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant. With this hypothesis, a subsequence of {|Zn|}∞n=0 is seen to
be a birth and death chain by counting the time instants only when {Zn} moves upward
or downward (see [KLW, Proposition 4.1]). With this in mind we introduce the following
key definition.
Definition 4.3. Let (X,E,Φ) be an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ). A reversible random
walk {Zn} on (X,E) is said to be λ-natural (λ-NRW) if it satisfies
c(x, x−) = λ−|x|µ(Φ(x)), ∀ x ∈ X \ {ϑ}, and c(x, y) ≍ c(x, x−), ∀ (x, y) ∈ Eh.
The notion of natural random walks was first introduced and studied in [KLW] for the
self-similar sets in Example 3.4. In that case the α-Hausdorff measure µ is the self-similar
measure with the “natural weight” pi = r
α
i where the ri’s are the contraction ratios of the
corresponding IFS, and µ(Φ(x)) = pi1 · · · pin for x = i1 · · · in. Also in [KLW], we defined
a class of quasi-NRW with µ a self-similar measure, and necessarily µ is doubling [KLW,
Theorem 4.8]. Hence the quasi-NRW is also a NRW in Definition 4.3.
It is easy to show that for any λ-NRW the condition (Rλ) is satisfied. Also the bounded
degree property of the augmented tree (Proposition 3.7) implies that every augmented tree
admits a λ-NRW, and inf(x,y)∈E P (x, y) = inf(x,y)∈E
c(x,y)
m(x) > 0. In view of Theorem 4.1
and Proposition 4.2, we have
Theorem 4.4. Let (X,E,Φ) be an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ) and let {Zn}∞n=0 be a
λ-NRW on (X,E). Then the Martin boundary, the hyperbolic boundary and K are home-
omorphic.
Moreover {Zn}∞n=0 satisfies property (HD), and
F (x, ϑ) = λ|x|, and F (ϑ, x) ≍ µ(Φ(x)), ∀ x ∈ X,
and the hitting distribution ν on K is µ.
Theorem 4.5. Let {Zn}∞n=0 be a λ-NRW on an augmented tree (X,E,Φ). Then the
ever-visiting probability obeys the estimate
F (x, y) ≍ λ|x|−(x|y)µ(Φ(y))pµ(x, y)−1, ∀ x, y ∈ X,
where pµ(·, ·) is defined by (3.6). Consequently the Martin kernel satisfies
K(x, η) ≍ λ|x|−(x|η)pµ(x, η)−1, ∀ x ∈ X, η ∈ X ∪K. (4.2)
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For a natural random walk, as K ≈M and µ = ν (Theorem 4.4), we view the Poisson
integral H in (2.5) as an operator on all µ-integrable functions on K. Let C(K) denote
the collection of continuous functions on K. Applying the estimate in (4.2), we obtain
the same Fatou-type result as in [KL, Corollary 3.2].
Corollary 4.6. Let {Zn}∞n=0 be a λ-NRW on an augmented tree (X,E,Φ). Then for
u ∈ C(K) and ε > 0, there exists a positive integer n0 such that for any ξ ∈ K,
|Hu(x)− u(ξ)| ≤ ε, ∀ x ∈
⋃
m≥n0
Jm with ξ ∈ Φ(x).
It is not difficult to obtain Θ(x, η) ≍ λ−(x|η)pµ(x, η)−1 for x ∈ X, η ∈ K from the
above and (2.7). However the extension to x ∈ X to ξ ∈ K requires more delicate work.
By analyzing the limit in (2.8) as in [KLW, Theorem 6.3], we can extend the Na¨ım kernel
estimates to (K ×K) \∆.
Theorem 4.7. Let (X,E,Φ) be an augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ) with contraction ratio r0,
and let {Zn}∞n=0 be a λ-NRW on (X,E). Then the Na¨ım kernel obeys the estimate
Θ(ξ, η) ≍ λ−(ξ|η)pµ(ξ, η)−1, ∀ ξ, η ∈ K, ξ 6= η.
Consequently, by Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.8, we have
Θ(ξ, η) ≍ 1
V (ξ, η)ρ(ξ, η)β
, ∀ ξ, η ∈ K, ξ 6= η,
where V (ξ, η) := µ(B(ξ, ρ(ξ, η))), and β = log λ/ log r0.
5 Induced Dirichlet forms
We first recall the definition of a Dirichlet form E on L2(M,µ), and the regularity of E
where M is equipped with a quasi-metric. The reader can refer to [CF, FOT] for the
theory of Dirichlet forms.
Definition 5.1. Let µ be a positive σ-finite regular Borel measure on M such that
supp(µ) = M . A Dirichlet form E with domain F is a symmetric bilinear form which
is non-negative definite, closed, densely defined on L2(M,µ), and satisfies the Markovian
property: u ∈ F ⇒ u˜ := (u∨ 0)∧ 1 ∈ F and E [u˜] ≤ E [u]. (Here E [u] := E(u, u) denote the
energy of u.)
If further M is given a locally compact separable quasi-metric ρ, then we say that a
Dirichlet form E is regular if F ∩ C0(M) is dense in C0(M) with the supremum norm,
and dense in F with the E1/21 -norm. It is called local if E(u, υ) = 0 for u, υ ∈ F having
disjoint compact supports.
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For brevity, we write L2 = L2(K,µ), and use
ffl
B to denote
1
µ(B)
´
B for any measurable
set B ⊂ K with µ(B) > 0. For s > 0, we define
N s2,2[u] :=
ˆ ∞
0
dr
r
r−2s
ˆ
K
 
B(ξ,r)
|u(ξ) − u(η)|2dµ(η)dµ(ξ), u ∈ L2(K,µ), (5.1)
and the Besov space Λs2,2 = Λ
s
2,2(K, ρ, µ) = {u ∈ L2 : N s2,2(u) < ∞} with the associated
norm ‖u‖Λs2,2 = ‖u‖L2+(N s2,2[u])1/2. Clearly Λs+ε2,2 ⊂ Λs2,2 for ε > 0, and Λs2,2 can be trivial
when s is a large value (e.g. for K = [0, 1]d ⊂ Rd, Λ12,2 contains only constant functions).
As a consequence of Silverstein’s Theorem (Theorem 2.5), Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.7, we
have
Theorem 5.2. Let (K, ρ, µ) be a compact space of homogeneous type, and let {Zn} be a
λ-NRW on the augmented tree (X,E,Φ). Then the induced form (EK ,DK) satisfies
EK [u] := EX [Hu] ≍
¨
K×K\∆
|u(ξ)− u(η)|2
V (ξ, η)ρ(ξ, η)β
dµ(ξ)dµ(η) ≍ N β/22,2 [u], ∀ u ∈ DK ,
and DK := {u ∈ L2 : EK [u] <∞} = Λβ/22,2 , where β = log λ/ log r0.
We set ‖u‖EK = ‖u‖L2 + (EK [u])1/2. Then (DK , ‖ · ‖EK ) is a Banach space which
is equivalent to (Λ
β/2
2,2 , ‖ · ‖Λβ/22,2 ). By the polarization identity, the energy form defines
a symmetric bilinear form. We first consider a situation where (DK , ‖ · ‖EK ) consists of
Ho¨lder continuous functions.
Let Cδ be the space of Ho¨lder continuous functions on K of order δ and let ‖u‖Cδ :=
‖u‖∞ + supξ,η∈K |u(ξ)−u(η)|ρ(ξ,η)δ . We define the upper dimension d¯µ = dimµ of µ on (K, ρ, µ)
by
d¯µ = inf{α : ∃ c > 0 s.t. µ(B(ξ, r)) ≥ crα ∀ ξ ∈ K and 0 < r ≤ 1}. (5.2)
(Recall that diam(K) = 1 by convention.) Using (5.2), it is direct to extend the embedding
theorem in [GHL] to the following.
Proposition 5.3. Let (K, ρ, µ) be a compact space of homogeneous type. If β > α > d¯µ,
then
‖u‖C(β−α)/2 ≤ C‖u‖Λβ/22,2 , ∀ u ∈ L
2.
That is, Λ
β/2
2,2 →֒ C(β−α)/2 is an embedding.
Assume the λ-NRW on the augmented tree of (K, ρ, µ) has a return ratio λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ),
that is, β = log λ/ log r0 > d¯µ. Then for any α ∈ (d¯µ, β) fixed, we have DK = Λβ2,2 ⊂
C(β−α)/2 ⊂ C(K) by Proposition 5.3, and c(x, x−) & (rα0 /λ)|x| for all x ∈ X by (4.3) and
(5.2). It follows that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ C(λ/rα0 )|x|/2EX [f ]1/2, ∀ f ∈ DX and (x, y) ∈ E, (5.3)
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and therefore we can define a trace map Tr : DX → DK by
(Trf)(ξ) = lim
n→∞
f(xn), ξ ∈ K and π(ϑ, ξ) = [ϑ, x1, · · · ]. (5.4)
Clearly the above limit is independent of the choice of π(ϑ, ξ) and is uniform on K. Next
recall that the Poisson integral H in (2.5) maps DK into HDX , the class of harmonic
functions in DX . We further impose a complete norm ‖ · ‖EX on DX by
‖f‖2EX =
∑
x∈X
|f(x)|2w|x| + EX [f ],
where 0 < w < r
d¯µ
0 is a constant (see [KL, Corollary 3.6]). Applying Corollary 4.6 and
(5.3), we obtain the following trace theorem [KL, Section 3].
Theorem 5.4. Let (K, ρ, µ) be a compact space of homogeneous type, and let {Zn}∞n=0 be
a λ-NRW with ratio λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ) on the augmented tree (X,E,Φ). Then Tr(DX) = DK ,
and Tr|HDX = H−1. Moreover, Tr : (HDX , ‖ · ‖EX ) → (DK , ‖ · ‖EK ) is a Banach space
isomorphism.
We are interested in conditions under which (EK ,DK) is a (non-local) Dirichlet form.
It is easy to check the properties in Definition 5.1 except the density property in L2 and
in C(K). To this end, we introduce two critical exponents of the family {Λβ/22,2 }β>0 by
β∗ := sup{β > 0 : Λβ/22,2 ∩ C(K) is dense in C(K) with ‖ · ‖∞}, and
β♯ := sup{β > 0 : dim(Λβ/22,2 ∩C(K)) > 1}.
As C(K) is dense in L2(K, ρ, µ), the Proposition 5.4 implies that (EK ,DK) is a non-local
regular Dirichlet form if d¯µ < β < β
∗. In general when ρ is a metric, we know that
2 ≤ β∗(≤ β♯ ≤ ∞) (see [St] for α-set K). Indeed, if we let G := {ρξ}ξ∈K be the class
of distance functions on K defined by ρξ(η) := ρ(ξ, η). Then it is straightforward that
G ⊂ Λβ/22,2 ∩ C(K) for β ∈ (0, 2), and G separates points in K. By the Stone-Weierstrass
theorem, Λ
β/2
2,2 ∩C(K) is dense in C(K) when β ∈ (0, 2), and hence 2 ≤ β∗. (For β ∈ (0, 2),
we cannot prove whether Λ
β/2
2,2 ∩C(K) is dense in Λβ/22,2 with ‖·‖EK .) Furthermore, by using
the same argument as in [GHL], we can show that β∗ has an upper bound, β∗ ≤ β♯ ≤ d¯µ+1
provided that (K, ρ) satisfies a chain condition in [GHL].
The values of β∗ and β♯ are known and are equal for any standard cases: for any clas-
sical domain in Rd with Lebesgue measure, β∗ = β♯ = 2; for the d-dimensional Sierpin´ski
gasket with α-Hausdorff measure (here α = log(d + 1)/2 is the Hausdorff dimension),
β∗ = β♯ = log(d + 3)/ log 2 (see [Jo]); for Cantor-type set, β∗ = β♯ = ∞. There are also
examples that the two exponents β∗ and β♯ are different (see [GuL,KL]).
Corresponding to the critical exponents of the domain DK of the induced energy EK ,
there are critical values of the return ratio λ of the random walk on the augmented tree
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(X,E). Such values can be analyzed, and explicitly calculated in some special cases
through the associated electrical network on (X,E). For this, we recall the effective
resistances defined as in (2.3); we will fix a set of conductance that defines a λ-NRW (it
can be replaced by any other one in (4.3)) by letting
c(x, x−) = λ−|x|µ(Φ(x)), x ∈ X\{ϑ}, c(x, y) = c(x, x
−)c(y, y−)
c(x, x−) + c(y, y−)
, (x, y) ∈ Eh. (5.5)
Let {κn}∞n=0 be a sequence of mappings from K to X such that for each ξ ∈ K, the
sequence [κ0(ξ), · · · , κn(ξ), · · · ] is a geodesic ray π(ϑ, ξ); we call such {κn}∞n=0 a κ-sequence.
For n ≥ 1, let Xn :=
⋃n
k=0 Jk, and define the level-n resistance (with respect to κn)
between two nonempty closed subsets A,B ⊂ K by
R(λ)n (A,B) := RXn(κn(A), κn(B)), (5.6)
where the conductance on Xn ×Xn is given by (5.5). With the assumption λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ),
it has been proved that the limit
R(λ)(A,B) := lim
n→∞
R(λ)n (A,B) (5.7)
exists, and is independent of the choice of the κ-sequence {κn} [KL, Theorem 4.2]; we call
R(λ)(A,B) the limit resistance between A and B. For ξ, η ∈ K, we write R(λ)({ξ}, {η}) =
R(λ)(ξ, η).
Theorem 5.5. [KL, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2] Let (K, ρ, µ) be a compact space of
homogeneous type, and let {Zn}∞n=0 be a λ-NRW with ratio λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ) on the augmented
tree (X,E,Φ). Suppose two nonempty closed subsets A,B ⊂ K satisfy R(λ)(A,B) > 0.
Then
R(λ)(A,B)−1 = inf{EK [u] : u ∈ DK with u = 1 on A, and u = 0 on B}, (5.8)
and there exists a unique energy minimizer u0, i.e., u0|A = 1, u0|B = 0 and EK [u0] =
R(λ)(A,B)−1. In particular, for ξ, η ∈ K, R(λ)(ξ, η) > 0 if and only if there exists u ∈ DK
such that u(ξ) 6= u(η); in this case, we have
R(λ)(ξ, η) = sup
{ |u(ξ)− u(η)|2
EK [u] : u ∈ DK , EK [u] > 0
}
.
We introduce two critical values for the limit resistances by
λ∗ := inf{λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ) : R(λ)(ξ, η) > 0, ∀ ξ 6= η ∈ K}, and
λ♯ := sup{λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ) : R(λ)(ξ, η) = 0, ∀ ξ, η ∈ K}.
Then λ♯ ≤ λ∗, and the above theorem together with the Stone-Weierstrass theorem yield
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Corollary 5.6. With the same assumption as in Theorem 5.5, if λ∗(λ♯) ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ), we
have
β∗ = log λ∗/ log r0, (β
♯ = log λ♯/ log r0, respectively),
and if λ∗ = 0, then β∗ =∞.
In general when the cardinality of K is infinity, it is difficult to determine the critical
exponents β∗ and β♯ by applying Corollary 5.6 directly, since it is not feasible to test the
positivity of limit resistances between every pair of points in K. However, when K is a
self-similar set, such an infinite exhaustive testing can be reduced to a finite set.
For a self-similar set K, we use the same notations as in Example 3.4. Let i∞ ∈ K
denote the unique fixed point of the contractive similitude Si in the IFS {Si}i∈Σ, i.e.,
{i∞} = ⋂∞n=1 Sin(K).
Theorem 5.7. [KL, Theorem 5.4] Suppose the IFS {Si}i∈Σ satisfies the OSC. Let K be
the self-similar set equipped with a doubling self-similar measure µ, and let (X,E,Φ) be
the augmented tree defined in Example 3.4 and (3.2). Then
λ♯ = sup{λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ) : R(λ)(i∞, j∞) = 0, ∀ i, j ∈ Σ}.
We say that a self-similar set K is post critically finite (p.c.f.) [Ki1] if it has a finite
post critical set P defined by
P =
⋃
n≥1
σn
(
π−1
(⋃
i,j∈Σ,i 6=j
(Si(K) ∩ Sj(K))
))
,
where π is the natural projection from the symbolic space Σ∞ to K, and σ is the shift
operator on Σ∞. We introduce a geometric condition on the p.c.f. set:
(∗) there exist δ, c > 0 such that for any i, j ∈ Σ and ζ ∈ Si(K) ∩ Sj(K),
|ξ − η| ≥ c(|ξ − ζ|+ |ζ − η|), ∀ ξ ∈ Si(K) ∩B(ζ, δ) and η ∈ Sj(K) ∩B(ζ, δ).
It is easy to check that the most familiar p.c.f. sets including nested fractals satisfy this
condition. Let V0 = π(P) be the “boundary” of a p.c.f. set K.
Theorem 5.8. [KL, Theorem 5.9] With the same assumption as in Theorem 5.7, assume
further K is p.c.f. and satisfies (∗). Then
λ∗ = inf{λ ∈ (0, rd¯µ0 ) : R(λ)(ξ, η) > 0, ∀ ξ 6= η ∈ V0}.
In [KL] we provided a procedure and examples to implement the above two theorems;
the technique is from the network theory including the series and parallel laws, the mono-
tonicity law (cutting and shorting) as well as the ∆-Y transfrom [DoSn,LyP]. We remark
that on the same underlying set, there can be different augmented trees which admit
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different random walks and induces different Dirichlet forms. For example for K = [0, 1],
it is generated by S1(ξ) =
1
2ξ and S2(ξ) =
1
2(ξ+1) on R. The self-similar measure µ with
doubling property (VD) can only be the Lebesgue measure; in this case, β∗ = β♯ = 2. On
the other hand, by using the same method as in [KL], we see in the following example
that for [0, 1] generated by another iterated function system, the results can be vastly
different.
Example 5.9. Rotated unit interval Let S1(ξ) =
1
2ξ and S2(ξ) = 1 − 12ξ on R.
Then the self-similar set K is the interval [0, 1], and is p.c.f. with P = {1∞, 21∞}.
Let µ be the self-similar measure generated by probability weights p, q. Then (K,µ)
is doubling with respect to the Euclidean metric on R (see [Yu]), and its upper dimen-
sion is d¯µ = − log(min{p, q})/ log 2. The λ∗ = λ♯ = pq, and the critical exponents
β∗ = β♯ = − log(pq)/ log 2.
To conclude, we remark that the induced Dirichlet forms E(β)K in our study are non-
local. For local regular Dirchlet forms, which give the Laplacians, are more difficult to
obtain. So far in the analysis on fractals, the most studied Laplacians are on the p.c.f.
sets and the Sierpin´ski carpet. It is still an open question for the existence of local
Dirichlet form/Laplacian on self-similar sets; in particular, we do not know if there is a
non-trivial fractal set that do not support a Laplacian. On the other hand, it is observed
that in all the known cases, the local regular Dirichlet forms have Besov spaces Λβ
∗
2,∞ as
domains, and Λβ
∗
2,2 only contain constant functions. The critical exponent conceals lot of
information, and it is still far from clear. One of the challenge questions is to understand
the “transition” of E(β)K as β ր β∗ (see [BBM,GY,Ya]), and in addition, in terms of the
random walks in our consideration.
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